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David Hamilton - Master Model railroader #703
I grew up on the Northwest side of Chicago. Sometime in the middle
fifties, I accompanied my grandfather to a Sears store, whose parking
lot bordered the C&NWNorth Line tracks. A steam powered
commuter train rolled by, no doubt scaring me, but I remember it
quite clearly, so maybe that’s when my interest in trains really started.
Apparently my father also had a thing for trains, as he started
building an American Flyer layout in our dining room. City dwellers
did some strange things back then.

Farm scene on Davids CB&Q Layout

Eventually, the layout was moved to the basement. We lived in a two
flat, and my grandfather owned the building, so he approved of us
occupying that space. As a matter of fact, he was always inviting
friends and relatives down to see the trains. My brother and I finally
took over from my father, so maybe that was the plan all along. I
remember buying American Flyer equipment at our local hobby
shop. Remember, this was late fifties, early sixties, and they sold



candy, yo-yos, school supplies, model cars and planes along with
American Flyer equipment (and probably Gilbert Erector sets as
well).

Then came ham radio (WA9MZZ), the teenage car craze, and before
long I was drafted. So much for model trains. I finished college after
the Army, got married and bought a house. I traded in the AF trains
for HO equipment at a local hobby shop (big mistake). Our second
house had a basement, so it was easy enough to start building my first
HO railroad, derived from plans in a Kalmbach publication.

Around this time, I met a local train buff, Tom Hoffman, at a NMRA
regional event. One thing led to another and he invited me to an op
session at his house. None of us knew what we were doing, but it felt
right. Tom was already involved in the local NMRAFox Valley
Division, and since I had recently joined the NMRA, he encouraged
me to volunteer in the Division as needed. Some of those early
Division meetings were enough to scare me away. Too much rivet
counting and way too many roster shots. I’m still not crazy about that
particular aspect of the hobby, but I certainly understand where
everyone is coming from.

BN Whalebelly Cement car assembled by David for
Merit Award.



My brother and I built the CTC16E control system that had been
featured in Model Railroader, and actually had it working in time for
my participation in a Midwest Region home layout tour. By now I was
volunteering regularly at train shows and Division meets, and even
started entering contests. I was kitbashing and that doesn’t get you
many merit awards, but at least I was participating and getting my
first taste of the achievement program.

Scratch built flat car. One of four that David Built for
the Rolling Stock AP Certificate.

A job transfer moved us to Minnesota in 1992. I now had a larger
basement and by this time, much more exposure to and knowledge
about railroads, both real and model, and what I thought I wanted to
accomplish. My friend Tom had suggested that I focus on a specific
region, and the CB&Q Burlington River Division started to take
shape.

In 1993, a friend and co-worker, Ron Schutts, got me involved with
the Twin Cities Division, and I finally accumulated enough time units
to earn the Volunteer AP. After I gave a clinic at the VFW in
Bloomington, Mark Wilson approached me and mentioned the
upcoming 1999 NMRANational Convention. He said he had a job for
me if I was interested. I said sure, and he offered me the job as the
Clinic Chairman. For a national convention. And I said yes. I had no



idea what I was getting into, but it was too late to say no. I recruited
about 125 clinicians and we ended up with over 3,000 people attending
the convention. I’m still not sure how I pulled that off, but it turned
out to be a fantastic experience that I’ll always remember.

About that time, I ended up getting involved with a local operating
group, the Tuesday Night Roundhouse. One of the ringleaders, John
Hotvet, MMR, encouraged me to become a TLR Board of Directors
member, and I ended up filling the position of Treasurer for the
region. And that led to my earning the Association Official AP.

I had three or four years in a row where I managed to attend around
100 operating sessions a year, on many local railroads, including the
layouts of Lester Breuer, Dave Vos and Randy Nord, as well as my
own. John was already an MMR and Lester was about to earn his
MMR, so I was always thinking about becoming an MMR, but I was
having too much fun operating. As I continued to attend op sessions,
the hours started building up and before I knew it, I had earned the
DispatcherAP certificate. Since I already had an operating DCC
controlled layout, and the track plan needed for the Dispatcher
certificate, I was easily able to meet the requirements for the Electrical
Engineer AP.

After a visit to Ken Zieska’s S scale layout, I decided to build an S
scale switching railroad in some unused space in the train cave. Part
of that project included borrowing some Fast Track jigs, and hand
laying several S scale turnouts. Once those requirements were met, I
qualified for the Civil Engineer AP.

The majority of my railroad already had scenery to some extent, but
at the same time I knew it could be improved. I had also done some
scenery AP judging, so I knew what I needed to do. I was inspired by
many of the nicely sceniced railroads that I had seen over the years,
and the Covid shutdown gave me an opportunity to buckle down since
all the local op sessions came to a halt. I ended up enhancing about
75 sq feet of my railroad. More trees. Water. More water. Culverts.
Fences. Better roads. Lights. Working traffic signals. More
backdrops. Clouds. More signs. More ground cover. No static grass



(maybe someday). And that did the trick. I got the Scenery AP and
even did a Covid zoom clinic on the subject.

That left #7, Master Builder - Cars. My friend Thomas Gasior, MMR,
knew I needed one more AP certificate to become an MMR. Even
though I had done a lot of kit bashing, I had never done any scratch
building. The thought of having to earn four merit awards and
scratch build four cars was intimidating. Tom told me about the Lone
Star Region step-by-step flat car scratch building clinic. I downloaded
the clinic PDF’s, purchased the required materials and actually read
the instructions. Since we were still in Covid lockdown, I decided to
get started. I appropriated the kitchen table for my main work area,
as that part of the house provided much better natural lighting.

Winona Minnesota on Davids layout.

I started cutting and shaping parts for the first car and soon decided



to cut the parts for four scratch built cars at the same time, assembly
line style. I made the frames for four flat cars, and I decided that two
of the four cars should be gondolas. After all, they’re just flat cars
with ends and sides. Several months later, the four scratch built cars
were ready to be evaluated, and all four cars earned merit awards.

Four more cars to go. This was my chance to build my first resin car
kit: a GATX pressure slide whale belly cement hopper. What was I
thinking. With some advice from my local technical advisors, the car
turned out better than I expected. I then modified two of my existing
boxcars by replacing plastic ladders and stirrups with metal parts,
installed train lines and brake rigging on both cars, and added more
decals, including tack boards/waybills. For the final car I purchased
an REA express reefer, replaced various plastic parts with metal
parts, and added all the necessary piping, including brake rigging and
a steam line. I had now completed the requirements for the Master
Builder - Cars AP. It was without a doubt, the most challenging and
rewarding of all the other AP certificates.

I’ve learned so much from different aspects of the hobby and I'm very
grateful for the support I’ve had along the way. I’d like to thank
Lester Breuer, MMR for his technical assistance, and Gerry Leone,
MMR and Neil Maldeis, MMR for their continued encouragement. It
has taken me 25 years to achieve MMR status. It’s been a long
journey, but I’ve enjoyed every minute of it.

David Hamilton, MMR #703

Congratulations
David Hamilton

from everyone in the
Twin Cities Division



Warm summer greetings friends,
I am happy to be able to report
to you as your new
superintendent. We ended the
last modeling year on a high
note with the very successful
Thousand Lakes Region
Convention we hosted. This fun
time really set the stage for the
2023 Thousand Lakes Region
Convention we will also be
hosting to be held in Blooming
ton. More on that later. The
Brainerd Convention was
chaired by Art Suel, it was a
great event, I think the Region

was so impressed that they made Art the Division Superintendent.
Congratulations Art! For a complete report on the Convention, see
your Fusee.
We welcome two new faces to the Board, Randi Relander who has
taken the position, assistant superintendent and Kevin Foley, our new
treasurer/paymaster.
Your board has already begun discussion on the program for the
2022/23 modeling year. As always, our focus will be to have a variety
of programs and events, while finding new ways to include the virtual/
digital tools to help everyone be involved.
If you have some ideas, reach out to Randi or I.

Superintendent Bulletin #1



What summer plans do you have that include our hobby of model
railroading? I enjoy walking in the backyard to watch the Soo Line
head west through Plymouth (Editors note, Ken is confused, this has
been the Canadian Pacific line for over 20 years). I also find relief
from the heat and humidity in the basement where I can run trains
and it is always a bright crisp early autumn day. Whatever your plans
are take good care of yourself and others. Watch our Facebook page
and website for announcements on the falls activities.

Modeling from Tim Danielson
shown at the Modelers Retreat



Eric Boone bids adieu
Dear TCD Friends,

As I write this, I’m sitting in Florida as a
tropical storm drops a ton of rain on the roof.
Tomorrow, I fly back to Minnesota to bring
my wife and children to Florida. It’s hard to
believe after 18 years in Minnesota, I’m
moving away. While I will not miss taking the
dog for a walk in -35 degree wind chills, I will
miss the many friends I’ve made, many
through the NMRA.

Shortly after moving from Michigan to Minnesota, looking to meet fellow model
railroaders, I found and got involved with the Twin Cities Division. At that time, we
were meeting in Maplewood. A couple years later, 15 years ago, I volunteered to be
paymaster (treasurer), taking over for Tim Klevar.

My first TCD meeting as paymaster was an eventful one for me. I left my very
pregnant wife at home and headed to the Mill City Museum. The very early
contractions were starting, but I knew it would be a while, so I went to the meeting.
I felt obligated to be there. Of course, I didn’t stick around too long. Later that
night, I took my wife to the hospital and the next day, she gave birth to our first
child.

Since then, there have been many changes in the TCD. We moved to the Jackson
Street Roundhouse. We changed from a subscription based printed Crossing Gate
Newsletter to a free digital version, which made my job as paymaster much easier.
Ken started the Modeler’s Retreat, which has been a great event.

Then we had the pandemic, which forced us to go virtual. Now we found we had
better attendance for the weeknight meetings and attracted attendees from outside
the division, some from other continents.
The one good thing about the pandemic is that because it forced us to learn to do
virtual meetings, even though I’m 1,700 miles away, I can still participate in the
virtual TCD meetings.

Another nice thing about Florida is airfare, especially if you’re flexible on dates,
can be very inexpensive. It means it’s not unreasonable for me to come back for a
weekend.



For me, the next big task is finding a permanent home and a space for the layout
I never ended up building in Minnesota. There are no basements in this part of
Florida, so other arrangements will need to be made. But until then it's time to
work on that N scale layout with my daughter.
So, I guess I should say goodbye and farewell, but not really. I’ll be around, just in a
different way.

God Bless,

Eric Boone

Best wishes to Eric and family from all of us in the
TCD. We wish you well.

Thank you for all your efforts.



More fun from the
Modelers Retreat

Corey Butkowski
Modeling

Bring
your

models
next
year!

Central
Minnesota and

Western



Collin Sullivan continues his excellent work on his
Union Station in N scale.

Check out more of his work on facebook: https://
www.facebook.com/MNWNScaleModelRailroad/

Greg Smith
brought amazing
passenger train

models.
Here we see the
classic CNW

observation car
on the Twin
Cities 400.



Twin Cities Division Officers
Division Superintendent - Ken Zieska - mhry19@gmail.com

Assistant Superintendent - Randy Relander -

rjrelander@gmail.com

Chief Clerk - Wayne Bjorlie - weugbj@yahoo,com

Director at large - Dan Cohen - shaunadan94@gmail.com

PR Director - OPEN

Paymaster - Kevin Foley

Editor - Thomas W Gasior MMR - tgasior@hotmail.com

Comments/concerns/ideas - TCDNMRA@GMAIL.COM

The Crossing Gate
editor would like to
issue a correction and
apology. In the last
issue I forgot to add
the name of Silas
Anderson who

attended the Modelers Retreat and is seen here chatting
with Brian Machart. So nice to meet you Silas and all
the other modelers at the RPM meet.



What is on your workbench?
Modeling from around the Division

Our Superintendent Ken Zieska is working on
some resin kits. Smokey Mountain

Modelworks Milwaukee Road boxcar and a
Yarmouth 40’ boxcar in the works.

Joe Binish has been busy creating an Alco C-415 in
HO scale. It has DCC and sound. The structure will
be added to his Central of Minnesota layout. It

features a restaurant and apartments.



Tom Boyd
shares
some of
his highly
detailed
builds.

Here is a
garage that
has interior
details.

Workbench Projects around the Division



Greg Dahl shows off some Downtown Decco structures
he is building. Excellent work with the plaster kits.



The Crossing Gate Podcast now has 30+ episodes.
Listen in as the crew from the TCD discusses model
railroading issues and projects. Can be found on

your favorite podcast platform.
Over 30K downloads so far.

Lester Breuer MMR shows off his latest build and kit bash. A Northern
Refrigerator Line reefer from a Red Caboose kit. You can find this and

more models and helpful modeling hints on Lesters well kept blog.
http://mnrailroadcab100.blogspot.com/



UPCOMING EVENTS IN OUR AREA
North Metro MRRC - Open House 1
August 6th - 10AM-4PM (Saturday)
August 7th - !@- 4PM (Sunday)

1929 Coon Rapids Blvd
Twin Cities Model Railroad Museum

model and hobby show.
Saturday Sept 17th 9AM - 2PM

Minnesota State Fairgrounds - Education Bldg.

If you or your group has a model
train related event coming up for this

fall.
Please let us know and we will post

all the details in
The Crossing Gate.





Operators and Operations

Joe Binish likes to put
his Central of

Minnesota layout to
work. Here we see

Middle Yard during a
recent session.

Dan Dossa hosts sessions
on his Minnesota

Commercial layout. His
unique track plan is

innovative and modern.
Keeps three operators
busy for 2 hours.

Operation sessions are
a community event.
Keeping the yards
and mainlines

running requires
teamwork and good
communications.



More fun from a Minnesota Commercial session.
David Hamilton MMR, Greg Dahl ( new TCD

member), Mike Jordan and your editor enjoy the
social aspects of operation sessions

Post session
snacks are
always

important.
Dan and Andrea

Dossa were
great hosts and
visitors from out
of state joined
the latest Op
session. Luke
and Owen

Lemmens, Greg Dahl, Wiliam Sampson Sr, David
Hamilton MMR, William Sampson Jr enjoy the

efforts of their hosts.


